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The Perfumed Sleeve
As a magical revolution remakes a city, an ancient evil is awakened in a brilliant
new novel from the Hugo-nominated author of Foundryside and the Divine Cities
trilogy. A few years ago, Sancia Grado would’ve happily watched Tevanne burn.
Now, she’s hoping to transform her city into something new. Something better.
Together with allies Orso, Gregor, and Berenice, she’s about to strike a deadly blow
against Tevanne’s cruel robber-baron rulers and wrest power from their hands for
the first time in decades. But then comes a terrifying warning: Crasedes Magnus
himself, the first of the legendary hierophants, is about to be reborn. And if he
returns, Tevanne will be just the first place to feel his wrath. Thousands of years
ago, Crasedes was an ordinary man who did the impossible: Using the magic of
scriving—the art of imbuing objects with sentience—he convinced reality that he
was something more than human. Wielding powers beyond comprehension, he
strode the world like a god for centuries, meting out justice and razing empires
single-handedly, cleansing the world through fire and destruction—and even
defeating death itself. Like it or not, it’s up to Sancia to stop him. But to have a
chance in the battle to come, she’ll have to call upon a god of her own—and unlock
the door to a scriving technology that could change what it means to be human.
And no matter who wins, nothing will ever be the same. The awe-inspiring second
installment of the Founders Trilogy, Shorefall returns us to the world Robert
Jackson Bennett created in his acclaimed Foundryside . . . and forges it anew.

At Louche Ends
Publishers Weekly calls Laura Joh Rowland's The Cloud Pavilion "One of the best
mysteries of the year. Japan, 1701. A woman is brutally attacked within a bamboo
prison as clouds swirl around her head. Meanwhile, at Edo Castle, samurai
detective turned chamberlain Sano Ichiro is suspicious of his old rival, Yanagisawa,
who has been oddly cooperative since returning from exile. But just as
Yanagisawa's true motives begin to emerge, Sano's estranged uncle comes to him
for help: His daughter has disappeared, and he begs Sano and his wife—who once
suffered through the kidnapping of their own son—to find her before it is too late.

The Pillow Book of Lady Wisteria
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For fans of C. S. Harris comes Laura Joh Rowland's fifth Victorian mystery where
Sarah must confront her own ghosts--and face her most elusive and deadly
adversary yet. Victorian London is a city gripped by belief in the supernatural--but
a grisly murder becomes a matter of flesh and blood for intrepid photographer
Sarah Bain. London, October 1890. Crime scene photographer Sarah Bain is
overjoyed to marry her beloved Detective Sergeant Barrett--but the wedding takes
a sinister turn when the body of a stabbing victim is discovered in the crypt of the
church. Not every newlywed couple begins their marriage with a murder
investigation, but Sarah and Barrett, along with their friends Lord Hugh Staunton
and Mick O'Reilly, take the case. The dead man is Charles Firth, whose profession
is "spirit photography"-- photographing the ghosts of the deceased. When Sarah
develops the photographs he took in the church, she discovers one with a pale,
blurred figure attacking the victim. The city's spiritualist community believes the
church is haunted and the figure is a ghost. But Sarah is a skeptic, and she and her
friends soon learn that the victim had plenty of enemies in the human
world--including a scientist who studies supernatural phenomena, his psychic
daughter, and an heiress on a campaign to debunk spiritualism and expose
fraudulent mediums. In the tunnels beneath a demolished jail, a ghost-hunting
expedition ends with a new murder, and new suspects. While Sarah searches for
the truth about both crimes, she travels a dark, twisted path into her own family's
sordid history. Her long lost father is the prime suspect in a cold-case murder, and
her reunion with him proves that even the most determined skeptic can be
haunted by ghosts from the past.

Midnight Rambler
From award-winning author Laura Joh Rowland, a story about the darkness that
lurks within and the deadly secrets that beg to be revealed. Intrepid photographer
Sarah Bain and her motley crew of friends are back to hunt criminals in the dark,
seedy underbelly of Victorian London, but little do they know, the darkness may
lurk closer than they first divined. Photographer Sarah Bain and her friends Lord
Hugh Staunton and sometime street urchin Mick O’Reilly are private detectives
with a new gig—photographing crime scenes for London’s Daily World newspaper.
The Daily World is the latest business venture of their sole client, Sir Gerald
Mariner, a fabulously wealthy and powerful banker. One cold, snowy January
morning, Sarah, Hugh, and Mick are summoned to the goriest crime scene they’ve
ever encountered. A pub owner named Harry Warbrick has been found hanged and
decapitated amid evidence of foul play. His murder becomes a sensation because
he was England’s top hangman and he’s met the same fate that he inflicted on
hundreds of criminals. Sir Gerald announces that the Daily World—meaning Sarah
and her friends—will investigate and solve Harry Warbrick’s murder before the
police do. The contest pits Sarah against the man she loves, Police Constable
Barrett. She and her friends discover a connection between Harry Warbrick’s
murder and the most notorious criminal he ever executed—Amelia Carlisle, the
“Baby-Butcher,” who murdered hundreds of infants placed in her care. Something
happened at Amelia’s execution. The Official Secrets Act forbids the seven
witnesses present to divulge any information about it. But Harry had a bad habit of
leaking tips to the press. Sarah and her friends suspect that one of the other
witnesses killed Harry to prevent him from revealing a secret related to the
execution. What is the secret, and who hanged the hangman?
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It's Not about the Pom-poms
Magnetic energy can play a vital role in recovery from pain and other chronic
problems. Learn how the use of magnets can heal, diagnose, and reverse 35 major
health conditions with this self-help guide from one of the nation'¬?s leading
magnet experts.MAGNET THERAPY the complete self-help guide to magnets
contains: Practical information on how to buy magnets and apply them An A-to-Z of
health conditions that can be improved with the use of magnet therapy How
magnets diagnose disease Dramatic results of magnet therapy told through
success stories

Die Upon a Kiss
My first cruise as a midshipman in the navy of the United States began a short
month too late for me to share in the honors of the Mexican War. In other words, I
came in at the foot of the service, with all the grades above me fresh-stocked with
comparatively young and vigorous officers. As a consequence, the rate of
promotion was so slow that the Summer of 1851 found me, at the age of twentyfour, still a middie, with my lieutenancy ever receding, like a will-o'-the-wisp, into
the future. Had I chosen a naval career through necessity, I might have continued
to endure. But to the equal though younger heir of one of the largest plantations in
South Carolina, the pay of even a post captain would have been of small concern.
It is, therefore, hardly necessary to add that I had been lured into the service by
the hope of winning fame and glory.

Emily Post
When the mutilated body of a Dutch trader washes up on Nagasaki shore, Sano
Ichiro finds himself leading a murder investigation that could thrust Japan into war.
Framed for treason, Sano must find the killer to prove his own innocence, before
his head dishonourably decorates the town's square.

Chopping Spree
Matsuyama Kaze is a ronin, or masterless samurai. Kaze must travel across Japan
until he fulfills a promise made to his dying Lord and Lady -- to find their nine-yearold daughter.

The Further Adventures of Charlotte Bronte
November 1694. The streets of Edo are erupting in violence as two factions
struggle for control over the ruling Tokugawa regime. One is led by the shogun's
cousin, Lord Matsudaira, and the other by the shogun's second-in-command,
Chamberlain Yanagisawa. Each side pressures Sano Ichiro, the shogun's most
honorable investigator, to join its ranks. When one of the shogun's most trusted
advisers is found dead, Sano is forced to honor a posthumous request for a murder
investigation. Senior Elder Makino believed that his death would be the result of
assassination rather than natural causes. Although he and Sano were bitter
enemies, Makino knew that the incorruptible Sano would be duty-bound to oblige
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his final wish. Under the watchful eyes and thinly veiled threats of both Lord
Matsudaira and Chamberlain Yanagisawa, Sano moves with caution. Each is eager
to implicate the other in Makino's death. Sano must discover whether the death
was indeed murder, and if so, whether it was motivated by politics, love, or sex.
The discovery of secret alliances, both romantic and military, further complicates
matters. Sano's investigation has barely begun when violent death claims another
of the shogun's favorites. With his wife, Reiko, working undercover, Sano and his
chief retainer, Hirata, must not only investigate multiple deaths, but stem the tide
of an impending civil war, in Laura Joh Rowland's The Perfumed Sleeve.

The Street of a Thousand Blossoms
The Samurai's Wife
Her inventive recipe for mixing first-class suspense and five-star fare has made
Diane Mott Davidson a favorite of mystery lovers and a mainstay on major
bestseller lists across the country. Now she has prepared another irresistibly
tempting tale spiced with mystery and mayhem… For Colorado caterer Goldy
Schulz, business isn’t just booming--it’s skyrocketing. Her friend Marla is constantly
warning her, “Success can kill you.” But Goldy doesn’t take the warning literally
until her next booking: a cocktail party for the Westside Mall’s Elite Shoppers Club.
While setting up, Goldy is nearly run down by a truck with no intention of stopping.
Then she finds an old friend in a pile of sale shoes--stabbed with one of Goldy’s
new knives. Goldy must catch the real killer between whipping up Sweethearts’
Swedish Meatballs, Quiche Me Quick, and Diamond Lovers’ Hot Crab Dip. Why was
the victim carrying a powerful narcotic? Who hired a private investigator shortly
before the murder? Goldy’s gourmet instincts tell her the final course in this case
will be a real killer. From the Paperback edition.

Death at the Crossroads
"Just remember," Yoshio said quietly to his grandsons. "Every day of your lives, you
must always be sure what you're fighting for." It is Tokyo in 1939. On the Street of
a Thousand Blossoms, two orphaned brothers are growing up with their loving
grandparents, who inspire them to dream of a future firmly rooted in tradition. The
older boy, Hiroshi, shows unusual skill at the national obsession of sumo wrestling,
while Kenji is fascinated by the art of creating hard-carved masks for actors in the
Noh theater. Across town, a renowned sumo master, Sho Tanaka, lives with his
wife and their two young daughters: the delicate, daydreaming Aki and her
independent sister, Haru. Life seems full of promise as Kenji begins an informal
apprenticeship with the most famous mask-maker in Japan and Hiroshi receives a
coveted invitation to train with Tanaka. But then Pearl Harbor changes everything.
As the ripples of war spread to both families' quiet neighborhoods, all of the
generations must put their dreams on hold---and then find their way in a new
Japan. In an exquisitely moving story that spans almost thirty years, Gail
Tsukiyama draws us irresistibly into the world of the brothers and the women who
love them. It is a world of tradition and change, of heartbreaking loss and
surprising hope, and of the impact of events beyond their control on ordinary,
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decent men and women. Above all, The Street of a Thousand Blossoms is a
masterpiece about love and family from a glorious storyteller at the height of her
powers.

Magnet Therapy
"A brand-new collection of all the Matthew Scudder short stories, ranging over a
half century of Scudder's life." -- from authors website.

The Ronin's Mistress
A photographer in 1889 London, Miss Sarah Bain runs a private detective agency
with her friends, Lord Hugh Staunton and former street urchin Mick O’Reilly. Their
sole credential is that they solved the Jack the Ripper case, a secret they can never
tell because they did it outside the boundaries of the law. Their new big case arises
when a wealthy banker, Sir Gerald Mariner, posts a handsome reward for finding
his missing infant. All of London joins in the search. But Sarah has an advantage—a
photograph she took during a routine surveillance job, which unexpectedly reveals
a clue about the kidnapping. After Sir Gerald hires Sarah, Hugh, and Mick to find
his son, they move into his opulent mansion and discover a photograph of baby
Robin. It eerily resembles postmortem photographs taken of deceased children
posed to look as if they’re alive. Was the kidnapping real, or a cover-up for a
murder? Is the perpetrator a stranger, or someone inside the troubled Mariner
family? The case hits close to home for Sarah as it intertwines with her search for
her father, who disappeared after he became the prime suspect in a murder
twenty-three years ago. She finds herself on the wrong side of the law, which
threatens her budding romance with Police Constable Barrett. But Sarah must
uncover the truth about Robin’s kidnapping, and her own family, before her past
catches up to her in A Mortal Likeness, the gripping follow-up to award-winning
author Laura Joh Rowland’s The Ripper’s Shadow.

The Way of the Traitor
July 1698. Sano Ichiro, the samurai detective who has risen to become the
shogun's second-in-command, is investigating rumors of a plot to overthrow the
ruling regime. When the investigation brings Sano's deputy Hirata to Lord Mori's
estate, he is shocked to find Lord Mori murdered and grotesquely mutilated in his
own bed, and Sano's pregnant wife, Reiko, lying beside him. The only solid clue is a
chrysanthemum soaked in blood. Reiko's account of her actions is anything but
solid. She insists that she went undercover to Lord Mori's estate in order to
investigate claims that he molested and murdered young boys. But when Sano
inspects the crime scene, he finds no trace of what Reiko described. And every
other witness tells a different story: Lady Mori alleges that Reiko was Lord Mori's
scorned mistress and murdered him for revenge. And Lord Mori himself, speaking
through a medium, claims his murder was part of Sano's plot to overthrow the
shogun! Unless Sano can prove his wife's unlikely claims, both he and Reiko—and
their unborn child—face execution for treason. Sano fights desperately to save his
family and his honor, as Laura Joh Rowland draws on the tradition of the classic
film Rashomon to bring us a masterful tale of intrigue and treachery, in Red
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Chrysanthemum.

Portrait of Peril
New cow Ray makes the move. Jane feels the rush. Ray says the L-word. Jane
breaks her lease. Then suddenly, inexplicably, he dumps her. Just. Like. That. old
cow. Now black is the only color in Jane's closet and Kleenex is clinging to her nose.
Why did it happen? How could it have happened? Moo. Jane is going to get an
answer. Not from Ray. Not from her best friends, David and Joan. But from an
astounding new discovery of her own: The Old-Cow-New-Cow theory. Forced to
move into the apartment of a womanizing alpha male named Eddie, Jane is seeing
the world of men and women in a brilliant new light. And when she takes her OldCow-New-Cow theory public, it will change her career and her whole life. Unless, of
course, she's got it all wrong.

The Concubine's Tattoo
A guide to series fiction lists popular series, identifies novels by character, and
offers guidance on the order in which to read unnumbered series.

Norman Rockwell
“What would Emily Post do?” Even today, Americans cite the author of the
perennial bestseller Etiquette as a touchstone for proper behavior. But who was
the woman behind the myth, the authority on good manners who has outlasted all
comers? Award-winning author Laura Claridge presents the first authoritative
biography of the unforgettable woman who changed the mindset of millions of
Americans, an engaging book that sweeps from the Gilded Age to the 1960s.

The Dragon King's Palace
A mother, dietician, divorcee and first-time NFL cheerleader at age 40 shares her
story of overcoming a bad marriage, becoming "unstuck" and finding renewed
confidence and even love again at midlife. 50,000 first printing.

Shorefall
The sequel to the acclaimed novel Shinju again features detective Sano Ichiro as
he trails a serial killer stalking feudal Japan. In 1689, an all-powerful shogun
controls the state, surrounded by bitter machinations and political intrigues. When
an ancient tradition suddenly and brutally reappears, Sano risks everything to
bring the killer to justice. From the Hardcover edition.

Bundori:
Norman Rockwell’s tremendously successful, prolific career as a painter and
illustrator has rendered him a twentieth-century American icon. However, the very
popularity and accessibility of his idealized, nostalgic depictions of middleclass life
have caused him to be considered not a serious artist but a “mere illustrator”–a
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disparagement only reinforced by the hundreds of memorable covers he drew for
The Sunday Evening Post. Symptomatic of critics’ neglect is the fact that Rockwell
has never before been the subject of a serious critical biography. Based on private
family archives and interviews and publishes to coincide with a major two-year
travelling retrospective of his work, this book reveals for the first time the driven
workaholic who had three complicated marriages and was a distant father —so
different from the loving, all-American-dad image widely held to this day. Critically
acclaimed author Laura Claridge also breaks new ground with her reappraisal of
Rockwell’s art, arguing that despite his popular sentimental style, his artistry was
masterful, complex, and far more manipulative than people realize.

The Iris Fan
The year is 1888 and Jack the Ripper begins his reign of terror. Miss Sarah Bain, a
photographer in Whitechapel, is an independent woman with dark secrets. In the
privacy of her studio, she supplements her meager income by taking illicit “boudoir
photographs” of the town's local ladies of the night. But when two of her models
are found gruesomely murdered within weeks of one another, Sarah begins to
suspect it's more than mere coincidence. Teamed with a motley crew of
friends—including a street urchin, a gay aristocrat, a Jewish butcher and his wife,
and a beautiful young actress—Sarah delves into the crime of the century. But just
as she starts unlocking the Ripper's secrets, she catches the attention of the local
police, who believe she knows more than she's revealing, as well as from the
Ripper himself, now bent on silencing her and her friends for good. Caught in the
crosshairs of a ruthless killer, Sarah races through Whitechapel's darkest alleys to
find the truthuntil she makes a shocking discovery that challenges everything she
thought she knew about the case. Intelligent and utterly engrossing, Laura Joh
Rowland's Victorian mystery The Ripper's Shadow will keep readers up late into the
night.

Red Chrysanthemum
When the shogun's chief intelligence officer suddenly drops dead during a horse
race at Edo Castle--the fourth such death--the shogun enlists the talents of Sano
Ichiro to investigate, putting the seventeenth-century Japanese sleuth on the trail
of a secret movement to overthrow the regime and in the sights of a deadly
assassin. Reprint.

Shinju
Once again, Laura Joh Rowland's dazzling combination of history and storytelling
draws us into a sumptuous and treacherous world, in The Dragon King's Palace. On
a whim of the shogun's mother, a procession has left the sweltering heat of Edo,
bound for the cooler climate of Mount Fuji. Among her traveling companions are
Reiko, the beautiful wife of Sano Ichiro, the shogun's Most Honorable Investigator
of Events, Situations, and People; Reiko's friend Midori, nine months pregnant; and
Lady Yanagisawa, the deranged wife of the shogun's powerful second-in-command.
None of them look forward to the trip. But their troubles have only begun when
their procession is stopped suddenly on a deserted road. The entire retinue is
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viciously slaughtered and the four women are bound and taken away, imprisoned
by a mysterious kidnapper. Sano now finds himself faced with the most important
case of his career. The shogun demands quick action, and under the threat of
death, Sano is forced to work with his bitter enemies---Chamberlain Yanagisawa
and Police Commissioner Hoshina. The women are in imminent danger, and the
delivery of a ransom note only complicates matters---forcing both Sano and Reiko
to take desperate measures.

A Mortal Likeness
In The Pillow Book of Lady Wisteria, Laura Joh Rowland once again has written a
book in which "an exotic setting, seventeenth-century Japan, and a splendid
mysterymake for grand entertainment" (New York Daily News). In the carefully
ordered world of seventeenth-century Japan, the Yoshiwara pleasure quarter is a
place where men of all classes can drink, revel, and enjoy the favors of beautiful
courtesans. But on a cold winter's dawn, Sano Ichiro--the shogun's Most Honorable
Investigator of Events, Situations, and People--must visit Yoshiwara on a most
unpleasant mission. Within a house of assignation reserved for the wealthiest,
most prominent men, a terrible murder has occurred. In a room that reeks of liquor
and sex, the shogun's cousin and heir, Lord Mitsuyoshi, lies dead, a flowered
hairpin embedded in his eye, in the bed of the famous courtesan, Lady Wisteria.
The shogun demands quick justice, but Sano's path is blocked by many obstacles,
including the disappearance of Wisteria and her pillow book, a diary that may
contain clues. The politics of court life, the whims of the shogun, and interference
by his long time rival, Edo's Chief Police Commissioner Hoshina, also hinder Sano in
his search for the killer. Sano's wife, Lady Reiko, is eager to help him, but he fears
what she may uncover. When suspicion of murder falls upon Sano himself, he must
find the real murderer to solve the case and clear his name.

The Woman in the Veil
Far from the Shogun's court at Edo, Most Honorable Investigator Sano Ichiro begins
the most challenging case of his career. Upon the insistence of his strong-willed
and beautiful wife Reiko, Sano arrives with her at the emperor's palace to unmask
the murderer--who possesses the secret of kiai, "the spirit city," a powerful scream
that can kill instantly. A high Kyoto official is the victim. Treading carefully through
a web of spies, political intrigue, forbidden passions, and intricate plots, Sano and
Reiko must struggle to stay ahead of the palace storm--and outwit a cunning killer.
But as they soon discover, solving the case means more than their survival. For if
they fail, Japan could be consumed in the bloodiest war it has ever seen A
legendary land comes alive in this compelling murder mystery set in seventeenthcentury Japan. Filled with finely drawn characters and suspenseful plot twists,
Laura Joh Rowland's The Samurai's Wife is a novel as complex, vivid, and artful as
the glorious, lost world it portrays.

The Incense Game
Winner of RT Magazine's Reviewers' Choice Award for Best Historical Mystery In the
wake of a terrifying earthquake, Sano Ichiro races to solve a crime that could bring
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down the shogun's regime When a massive earthquake devastates Japan in 1703,
even the shogun's carefully regulated court is left teetering on the brink of chaos.
This is no time for a murder investigation—except when a nobleman's daughters
are found dead from incense poisoning and their father threatens to topple the
regime unless Sano Ichiro tracks down the killer. As Sano and his wife strive to
solve the case in a world that is crumbling around them, Laura Joh
Rowland—author of one of the "five best historical mystery novels" (The Wall
Street Journal)—brings us her most powerful and evocative thriller set in Feudal
Japan yet, The Incense Game.

The Ripper's Shadow
A richly crafted novel set in seventeenth-century Japan, Laura Joh Rowland's The
Concubine's Tattoo unfolds with all the excitement of a superb murder mystery
and a sweeping, sensuous portrait of an exotic land. Sano Ichiro, the Shogun's
most honorable investigator, is summoned to the imperial palace to find the
murderer of Harume, a young concubine poisoned while applying a lover's tattoo.
Sano's new bride, Reiko, insists on helping him with the case. Reiko's samurai
blood and warrior's skill alarm her new husband, who expected a docile wife. But
Reiko is only the first of many surprises As subtle as the finest lacquered screen, as
powerful as the slash of a sword, The Concubine's Tattoo vividly brings to life a
story of murder, jealousy, sexual intrigue, and political storms that keeps us under
its spell until the final, shattering scene.

Diary of a Mad Bride
As the conflict between Sano Ichiro and his enemies escalates, the samurai
detective and his wife, Reiko, are called in by the shogun to investigate a
mysterious skeleton, in a case that forces them to confront perilous, long-buried
secrets, including the involvement of Sano's own mother in an arson fire, started
by a burning kimono, that nearly destroyed the city. 25,000 first printing.

The Shogun's Daughter
Once I was a sane, levelheaded professional woman. Then I said “yes.” Now I am
the lunatic bride I always made fun of! What is it about getting married that turns
normal people into total freaks? A savvy, riotously funny novel, Diary of a Mad
Bride is for anyone who has ever been a bride, is about to become a bride, yearned
to be a bride, or suffered the sheer indignity of appearing in public in the world’s
ugliest bridesmaid dress. My wedding was starting in less than twenty minutes,
and I was stuck in a 7-Eleven parking lot with popcorn kernels wedged in my gums
and vanilla ice cream melting on my dress. It was a disaster too large to
comprehend. After an agonizing year spent planning my wedding, could it really
end like this? The voices chronicling a year of wedding hysteria swirled in my head.
— My grandmother upon viewing my engagement ring: “What do you mean he
gave you an emerald! Diamonds are eternal, emeralds say, maybe five years.” —
My future father-in-law on the night of my engagement party: “To a happy
marriage and, if necessary, a painless divorce!” — My best friend, Anita: “Oh,
screw congratulations. Of course I’m happy for you. Stephen’s a major piece of ass
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and he’s got a sense of humor. Just as long as you’re certain this is what you
want.” Would I survive this day after all.?

The Way of the Traitor
A bold and vivid historical epic of feudal Japan, based on the real-life exploits of the
legendary samurai Musashi Miyamoto Japan in the late sixteenth century was a
land in turmoil. Lords of the great clans schemed against one another, served by
aristocratic samurai bound to them by a rigid code of honour. Bennosuke is a highborn but lonely youth living in his ancestral village. His mother died when he was a
young boy, and his powerful warrior father, Munisai, has abandoned him for a life
of service to his lord, Shinmen. Bennosuke has been raised by his uncle Dorinbo, a
Buddhist monk who urges the boy to forgo the violence of the samurai and
embrace the contemplative life. But Bennosuke worships his absent father, and
when Munisai returns, gravely injured, Bennosuke is forced to confront truths
about his family's history and his own place in it. These revelations soon guide him
down the samurai's path--awash with blood, bravery, and vengeance. His journey
will culminate in the epochal Battle of Sekigahara, in which Bennosuke will first
proclaim his name as Musashi Miyamoto. This rich and absorbing epic explores the
complexities of one young man's quest while capturing a crucial turning point in
Japanese history with visceral mastery, sharp psychological insight, and
tremendous narrative momentum.

Animal Husbandry
In A Free Man of Color and Sold Down the River, Benjamin January guided readers
through the seductive maze of New Orleans' darkest quarters. Now January joins
the orchestra of the city's top opera house — only to become enmeshed in a web
of hate and greed more murderous than any drama onstage. In 1835, the cold
February streets glitter with masked revelers in Carnival costumes. An even more
brilliant display is promised at the American Theater, where impresario Lorenzo
Belaggio has brought the first Italian opera to town. But it's pitch-black in the
muddy alley outside the stage door when Benjamin January, coming from rehearsal
with the orchestra, hears a slurred whisper, sees the flash of a knife, and is himself
wounded as he rescues Belaggio from a vicious attack. The bombastic impresario
first accuses two of his tenors, then suspects his rival, the manager of New
Orleans' other opera company. Could competition for audiences really provoke
such violent skulduggery? Or has Belaggio taken too many chances in the catfight
between two sopranos, one superseded by the other as his mistress and his prima
donna? But burning in January's mind and heart is a darker possibility. The opera
Belaggio plans to present — a magnificent version of Othello — strikes a shocking
chord in this culture. Is the murderous tragedy of the noble Moor and his lady, the
spectacle of a black man's passion for a white beauty, one that some Creole citizen
— or American parvenu — would do anything to keep off the stage? Bloody threats
and voodoo signs, poison and brutal murder seem to implicate many strange
bedfellows. And Benjamin must discover who — in rage, retribution, or an insidious
new commerce in this beautiful cutthroat city — will kill and kill and who will Die
Upon a Kiss. From the Hardcover edition.
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The Assassin's Touch
Upon visiting Bedlam, London's notorious mental institution, for research for an
upcoming project, Charlotte is shocked to see someone who looks just like her old
flame, John Slade, who went to Russia on a mission for the Queen just two years
earlier and hasn't been heard from since. Thus unfolds another rollicking world-atstage thriller that takes Charlotte all over England.

The Hangman's Secret
The Ronin's Mistress is a brilliant new twist on the fabled tale of the 47 Ronin, from
Laura Joh Rowland--an author with "a painter's eye for the minutiae of court life
[and] a politician's ear for intrigue." --The New York Times Book Review Japan,
1703. On a snowy night, 47 warriors murder the man at the center of the scandal
that turned them from samurai into masterless ronin two years before. Clearly this
was an act of revenge--but why did they wait so long? And is there any reason they
should not immediately be ordered to commit ritual suicide? Sano Ichiro, demoted
from Chamberlain to his old post as Most Honorable Investigator of Events,
Situations, and People, has mere days to solve the greatest mystery of samurai
legend--while his own fortunes hang in the balance.

The Fire Kimono
In 1709 Japan, Sano Ichiro, dedicated to the samurai code of honor, is restored to
the rank of chief investigator when the shogun is stabbed with a fan made of
painted silk with sharp-pointed iron ribs—a case that, if the shogun's heir is
displeased with the outcome, will result in his death. By the author of The Fire
Kimono.

The Night and the Music
In a novel with echoes of Noble House, The Alchemist, and Gorky Park, Japan's
preeminent detective-Samurai, Sano Ichiro, returns to risk his honor and life. In
1690 Nagasaki, Sano must crack his most sensitive case yet as he sets about to
discover who killed a Dutch trader whose body has washed up on the shore of a
small island famed for its "barbarians." From the Hardcover edition.

Child of Vengeance
When beautiful, wealthy Yukiko and low-born artist Noriyoshi are found drowned
together in a shinju, or ritual double suicide, everyone believes the culprit was
forbidden love. Everyone but newly appointed yoriki Sano Ichiro. Despite the
official verdict and warnings from his superiors, the shogun's Most Honorable
Investigator of Events, Situations, and People suspects the deaths weren't just a
tragedy -- they were murder. Risking his family's good name and his own life, Sano
will search for a killer across every level of society -- determined to find answers to
a mystery no one wants solved. No one but Sano As subtle and beautiful as the
culture it evokes, Shinju vividly re-creates a world of ornate tearooms and guady
pleasure-palaces, cloistered mountaintop convents and dealthy prisons. Part love
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story, part myster, Shinju is a tour that will dazzle and entertain all who enter its
world. BONUS: This edition includes an excerpt from Laura Joh Rowland's The
Shogun's Daughter.

Sequels
Explosive. Pulse-pounding. Heart-racing. From the bestselling author The Wall
Street Journal hails as “one terrific writer,” Midnight Rambler is the breakout thriller
of the year–a brawny, brainy novel of suspense that pairs James Swain’s trademark
smooth-as-silk prose with a plot bigger and bolder than anything he’s done before.
In South Florida, Jack Carpenter is infamous. He’s the cop who busted the notorious
serial killer Simon Skell–aka the Midnight Rambler–and sacrificed his badge and
marriage in the process. Haunted by the Skell case, Carpenter now works as an
abduction specialist in Fort Lauderdale, reuniting families with their missing
children. But the body of one of the Midnight Rambler’s victims has just been
uncovered–and forensic evidence suggests Carpenter jailed the wrong man. With
Skell just days away from release, the tarnished hero must reopen the case that
shattered his life and the lives of eight murdered women. As waves of heat and
rain wash over the steamy streets, Carpenter races against the clock to reaffirm
the case against Skell. Yet the deeper he digs, the more he starts to realize that
Skell is just one piece in a terrifying puzzle of predation and murder, just one
player in a shocking conspiracy that ranges across the state of Florida. And as the
relentless Carpenter draws the net tighter, his enemies prepare to spring a
devastating final surprise. From the seaside bar that Jack Carpenter calls home to
the glittering tourist kingdom in Orlando to the funky jungle of Coconut Grove,
James Swain unleashes a wild ride into the heart of evil–with the Rolling Stones’
“Midnight Rambler” as the throbbing, terrifying soundtrack. From the Hardcover
edition.

If I Should Die
Award-winning author Laura Joh Rowland is back with the fourth in her critically
acclaimed Victorian mysteries where the case of a mutilated "Sleeping Beauty"
washes ashore in London. London, June 1890. Sarah Bain and her friends Lord
Hugh Staunton and Mick O'Reilly are crime scene photographers for the Daily
World newspaper. After solving a sensational murder, they're under pressure to
deliver another big story. On a foggy summer night, they're called to the bank of
the river Thames. The murder victim is an unidentified woman whose face has
been slashed. But as Sarah takes photographs, she discovers that the woman is
still alive. The case of "Sleeping Beauty" becomes a public sensation, and three
parties quickly come forward to identify her: a rich, sinister artist who claims she's
his wife; a mother and her two daughters who co-own a nursing home and claim
she's their stepdaughter/sister; and a precocious little girl who claims Sleeping
Beauty is her mother. Which party is Sleeping Beauty's rightful kin? Is someone
among them her would-be killer? Then Sleeping Beauty awakens--with a severe
case of amnesia. She's forgotten her name and everything else about herself. But
she recognizes one of the people who've claimed her. Sarah is delighted to reunite
a family and send Sleeping Beauty home--until one of the claimants is murdered.
Suddenly, Sarah, her motley crew of friends, and her fiancé Detective Sergeant
Barrett are on the wrong side of the law. Now they must identify the killer before
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they find themselves headed for the gallows.

The Cloud Pavilion
An ex-cop's habits die hard. Savvy, streetwise former cop Mali Anderson left the
NYPD with a lawsuit and a lot of bitterness. Now she's on her way to a master's in
sociology, living with her jazz musician father and mothering her orphaned
nephew, Alvin. As Mali walks past the stylish town houses of Harlem's Strivers Row
to meet Alvin at his rehearsal with the Uptown Children's Chorus, she hears a
child's panicked screams--and witnesses a struggle. Mali thwarts the child's
abduction, but as the car roars away, she finds a body in the street. The dead man
is her friend Erskin Harding, tour director of the Chorus. The memory of her friend
and the peril of her nephew drive Mali to track down the killer. It's a search that
will take her from a gossip-filled beauty parlor to a dark, decaying crack house
and--as anonymous warnings escalate into violence--could even lead her to her
grave.
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